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WHITEPAPER
Scary history Dude ( From the depths of HELL we are UNDEAD)

1. This white paper is to explain about UNDEAD, the purpose of undead, and why we were raised from our graves to conquer the fantom world. 

2. The paper explains the roadmap, tokenomics, timeline, games, utility, and future scope of the project in detail 

3. Undead is NFT and Gaming project divided in two half utility cases in NFTs and Utility case games which include both on-chain and off-chain unity 

developed game supported on all devices  

4. Read through this whitepaper to scare yourself to death  

5. The project will have P2E ( play to earn) P2U( play to unlock utility) both kinds of games 

6. The project will be having NFT ecosystem where utilities and use cases of NFTS will be displayed



History Of Undead Finance

As a young wizard, Oleg Nova was destined to rule over the world; he was next 

in line to be King of Binancia. Unfortunately one day he was struck down in 

battle by a stray arrow laced with pancake syrup.

As he lay on the battlefield consumed with anger and hatred, he conjured 

the demons of Fantom and with his dying breath offered his soul in 

exchange for an army

U N D E A D  W O R L D

HISTORY



demons of fantom
The demons eager to harness the young wizard's immense power established the 

pact with a condition that Oleg first destroy the Lich king of Fantom.



lich king
So begins this chapter in the young wizard’s journey as he now leads the army 

of the Undead to first conquer Fantom and receive the demonic powers as King 

that will allow him to return back to Binancia to fulfill his destiny.
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undead horde and demon Oleg
Those that dare to stand in his way be prepared to join his army in his conquest, 

because the UNDEAD simply don’t stop.



W H O  W E  A R E

WHAT IS UNDEAD FINANCE?
UNDEAD FINANCE is the premier gaming NFT Token on Fantom That Will 

Have You Scared To Death 

 

Undead Finance has one purpose: Unite the army of the dead to take over 

the FANTOM ecosystem.  

 

“Rest In Peace? Not With These Haunted Games and Bloody NFTS.

Key Points:

HOW UNDEAD FINANCE IS DESTINED TO RULE

UNDEAD FINANCE is dedicated to being the catalyst for a revolution 

in “classical DeFi” through NFT’s

By integrating P2E(Play to Earn) and P2U(Play to Unlock Utility), 

UNDEAD FINANCE aims to offer huge earning possibilities while 

providing enjoyable and playable aspects found within gaming to DeFi

What is DeFi?

DeFi Ecosystem

DeFi, or decentralized finance, generally refers to the digital assets and financial smart contracts, protocols and decentralized applications (DApps) built on a 
decentralized blockchain such as Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, Fantom, etc

The DeFi industry today has a multitude of projects. There are decentralized exchanges which allow tokens to be traded through peer to peer interactions. On 
these exchanges there may be yield farming protocols or staking apps that incentivize and reward individuals to provide liquidity. By providing liquidity this 
supplies the exchanges with tokens so that peers can trade pairs of coins safely.



H O W  I T S  W O R K

WHAT IS 

$UNDEAD?

$UNDEAD is the native token of UNDEAD FINANCE built on the Fantom 

Network. $UNDEAD will be the primary currency used for exchanges, 

transactions, staking, and swaps on the UNDEAD FINANCE platform. 

 

UNDEAD FINANCE will be providing UNIQUE NFT’s with use cases to 

improve the traditional DeFi structure. $UNDEAD will be used in the NFT 

marketplace and is the only token that provides access to purchasing 

exclusive, valuable and high utility NFT’s from the UNDEAD FINANCE 

marketplace 

 

UNDEAD FINANCE will have a P2E and P2U game, “HELL” which will allow 

players to earn value (whether this be in the form of $UNDEAD or other 

unlockables) while having fun!  

 

The $UNDEAD token is also the backbone of the UNDEAD FINANCE “Dead 

Pool” system, unlocking access to all sorts of explorations activities, NFT 

Mining, and token minting power.



B L O C K C H A I N E

NETWORK

UNDEAD is a native Fantom (FTM) token and is powered by their ecosystem.  

 

Fantom is a high-performance, scalable, and secure smart-contract platform. It 

is designed to overcome the limitations of previous-generation blockchain 

platforms. Fantom is permissionless, decentralized, and open-source. Lachesis, 

its revolutionary aBFT consensus mechanism, allows Fantom to be much faster 

and cheaper than older technologies, yet extremely secure. We chose to build on 

Fantom Network over others for the speed, low cost and security it provides. 

 

Token holders, amounts, transactions, and more can be seen on the blockchain 

at ftmscan.com. 

 

$UNDEAD is designed to utilize the unlimited possibilities offered by the 

FANTOM network for ERC721 NFT’s as well as the Speed and scalability of the 

network by combining our exceptional engineering power and intellectual 

property in innovative ways to create win, win, win scenarios; win for the user, 

win for the project and win for the network as a whole. 



H O W  T O  P A R T I C I P A T E

PRESALE 

INFO

Presale INFO

$UNDEAD Details and Tokenomics

Charon’ ride

Exchange. (jetswap.finance) 

ICO Allocation: 4,000,000 ( 4 Million) 

ICO Platform:- jetswap.finance 

ICO link:-https://fantom.jetswap.finance/ijo

UNDEAD is designed to be super user-friendly, easy to transfer and have 

universal utility, so it is tax free.

Network: Fantom (ERC-20) 

Ticker: UNDEAD 

Contract address: TBA 

Decimals: 18 

Max Supply: 10 Million



A B O U T  T O K E N

OUR TOKENOMICS
Details about UNDEAD token straight from Hell.

Liquidity locked (Locked LP tokens): This means the tokens and FTM values that are pushed 
into the liquidity pool are locked so they cannot be removed. This is an anti-rug pull measure 

that was implemented with the sole purpose of keeping the community safe. A trusted 3rd 
party will hold the lock contract and act as a middle man for the locked liquidity which in our 

case will be DXSALE Locker. 
 

Team tokens locked: This means the tokens owned by the founding team will be locked up for 
a period of time.They will release slowly or vest over the period of 6 months. A trusted 3rd 

party will hold the lock contract and act as a middle man for the locked team tokens which in 
our case will be dxsale locker. 

Security Audit and Community Safety:

Initial audit:- Obelisk  

Midterm audit:- Paladin  

Advance audit:- Certik 

Total Supply

IJO 4,000,000

Liquidity

Game Allocation

Team and Advisor Allocation

Ecosystem

10,000,000 (10 Million)

(4 Million)

2,500,000 (2.5 Million)

1,500,000 (1.5 Million)

1,000,000 (1 Million)

1,000,000 (1 Million) 



But Just In Case You Wanted To Join Them In Their Fantom Takeover

THE 

UNDEAD 

DON’T 

NEED 

ROADS

2021 O C T O B E R 2021 N o v e m b e r

1000 UNDEAD Members 
Website v1 
Token Deployment 
Launch Platform partnership

Ui v1.5 
Introduction to NFT sale 
Coin tracking website Listing 
Pool and farms partnerships

2021 D e c e m b e r

Ui v2 
Launch of Marketplace 
Introduction to On-chain games

2021 J a n u a r y

Launch of Games 
P2E introduced  
NFT DEAD PASS sale 
Use case of NFT in game



GAMING
ARE YOU READY FOR HELL?

CREEPY ART STORE     NFT MARKET     DEAD MAN’S COLLECTION

UNDEAD FINANCE Marketplace: Beyond The Grave

Create your NFT from media you own, at a low cost. From JPEG to NFT in seconds, 
with support for metadata. Storage is managed through IPFS with reproducible 
ownership proofs. GIFs, video, and even 3D formats are supported.

Discounted fee for holders of $UNDEAD token will be available

This will be the first marketplace on Fantom where you can sell ANY ERC721 NFT 
minted on Fantom with a low fee structure compared to any other marketplace. A 
marketplace for the people, by the people.

An API for other platforms to use and retrieve NFT ownership data.

An explorer for any NFT on Fantom, and a "My Assets" page to view your 
own collection

Sell other platform’s NFTs at much better exposure and much cheaper rates

Support Multiple currencies even partner project currencies will be supported on  
Undead Finance. List your NFT for the currency of your choice.

The NFT marketplace will have two options for listings.

1) Fixed price  
2) Auction

UNDEAD finance NFT auctions will be game-changing. After the last bid for the NFT the 
auction will continue until the defined time has passed. This process allows for increased 
opportunity for those in alternate time zones as each bid will  extend the time until the 
auction has concluded.

Featured collections, Utility NFT, Collectible NFT’s and more; all variations of NFTS will be 
available in the marketplace for sale. NFT visibility can be boosted using the like or wishlist 
system to give appraisal to rising artists.



DEADPOOL

Dead Pool offers a unique NFT spin to traditional DeFi that isn’t found on 

Fantom. Here are the options you can perform within Dead Pool

Stake NFT for x time earn NFT 

Stake NFT for x time earn Token 

Stake NFT and token for x time Earn NFT 

Combine NFTs and earn unique NFT   

Stake tokens for x time and earn NFT 

Buy NFT using the auction or sale on the marketplace 

Buy lottery NFT using the marketplace

The first games WILL be released in SECOND WEEK:



CONCLUSION

The benefits of “classical defi” are being realized across multiple networks and industries. Using the Fantom Network and the UNDEAD team of 

strategists, engineers and visionaries, we are dedicated to becoming a catalyst for “defi done better” through a series of unique and synergistic NFT 

solutions. 

 

Various defi platforms and networks have been  built, historically, for either enjoyable play or for secure investing in hopes of a positive financial return. 

Similarly, NFT platforms and projects have been either Collectible, P2E (Play To Earn) or P2U (Play To Unlock). 

 

What most projects, teams and investors are missing is the massive opportunity for synergy to take the project and all its investors exponential. 

 

By integrating enjoyable play and high potential earnings in a safe and secure environment with P2E, P2U and exclusive collective NFT assets and then 

educating our UNDEAD army how to take over the underworld, we are the first and only fully synergistic project built specifically to go exponential (and 

bring the undead army with us). 

 

Our early investors (first of the undead army) will be rewarded heavily for being first movers, but even those that do not invest with us early will benefit 

from just hanging out in our ecosystem and learning a new way to integrate all of the components of a defi world effectively. The first mover advantage 

will be enormous, but even the “first watcher” advantage will be significant.  

 

More education for the undead army through various support and education platforms, more exposure and profit for artists and projects featured in our 

marketplace and significantly increased profitability for all of the undead army; whether they be investors, collectors, artists or contributors. 

www.undead.to



www.undead.to


